
TWENTY CITIES
We Can Collectively Transform our
cities when we are well connected...

Institutions connected across the cities and people taken
care with respect and goodwill. These are the two basic
components for inter city connectivity index. Development
is possible faster when 20 Cities are connected with one
another with continuous and regular economic initiatives.
This was there as we read the history of civilization. We can
now recreate a momentum for the progress of our cities in
general and for the people and institutions in particular.  

Land and Plant may give fruits
when they are placed, positioned
and nurtured well. Having land
and Plants are not enough. We
need to keep things happening
in an appropriate manner. 

Inter City Relations are all
the more important today
than international treaties
or any other initiatives. 

Tangible & Measurable

CONNECT



There are

plenty of

things that can

happen when

cities are

connected with

one another.

Connection is

about human

relations and

innovative

ideas!
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FEAST IS ALSO A LUNCH
OR DINNER - BUT WITH
EXTRA DISHES
Few extra dishes can make a lunch
into a memorable feast...

Initiatives are intensified when people are involved.
Keeping in touch is possible when things are
economically viable. Create and nurture innovative
initiatives complementary to the existing institutions
in the cities. Connect more people in a structured
and systematic way. Create and nurture smaller and
large scale initiatives that are for the welfare of the
people in general. This is possible by identifying the
resources and placing people in economic activities.

Creation of employment becomes easier when we
know the resources available. Unutilized resources
are the fundamental cause for unemployment. Put
things in order and place people in charge. We can
convert an adverse situation into our advantage.     

https://youtu.be/pVUSarDtkiw

